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PROLOGUE

State of Play has undertaken four major biennial surveys of the global mining industry. Over this time our objective to
increase understanding of the dynamics of strategy and innovation in the mining industry has remained consistent.
However, our approach has evolved as both our longitudinal database has deepened and new pressures facing the
mining industry have arisen.
Three fundamental exogenous forces have intensified and are poised to have a major impact across every
component of the industry. Firstly, the evolution of technology is creating unprecedented transparency to the
industry and with it comes increased social expectations, regulatory scrutiny and investor pressure. Secondly, we
are in the midst of a long-term energy shift that is likely to transform the way industrial processes are designed
and operated. Thirdly, digital technology is advancing at such a rate that the way we work and think about business
models and innovation is in a state of flux.
Industry ecosystem dynamics are changing as the scale and number of start-ups rapidly increases, first threatening
incumbent services businesses and raising the possibility of disruption to traditional mining companies themselves.
Meanwhile mining continues to struggle with its image problem – negative perceptions of mining’s environmental
and human impact are being accentuated by both large-scale incidents and ubiquitous communications technology,
creating challenges in attracting talent and capital. After a largely benign decade or so, shifting geopolitical forces
between different global powers are increasingly shaping an industry which is vital for national security, and which
relies on the free flow of trade in capital, goods and technology for optimum productivity.
As the external environment shifts, mining and services business models are also changing. Miners look to market
the provenance of their products and we are potentially seeing the end of an era of scale as machines decrease in
size and increase in number. Simultaneously, services companies leveraging digital technology to charge by value
accrued rather than services provided, better aligning performance incentives between customer and supplier.
Digital technologies such as sensing and artificial intelligence are a key component of many of these business
model changes, but the interconnectivity and automated control they establish also invites serious cybersecurity
threats which have not yet fully manifested. Physical technology change is less heralded, yet no less disruptive as
new manufacturing techniques disrupt common engineering practices and biotechnology offers extreme promise
in extraction and rehabilitation. Exploration faces significant uncertainty and excitement in equal parts, as new digital
and physical technological capabilities coupled with shifting investment and business models are threatening to
disrupt a storied industry. Extraction also faces significant change as the combination of technology and energy
shifts enables extraction of more difficult orebodies. Finally, people are improving their decision-making processes
and mechanisms using new technology, which enables more sophisticated strategy design and business gaming.
The mining industry’s changing external environment and business model adaption are explored in our Ecosystem
and Strategy reports in our three-part series of based on the 2018/19 State of Play global mining survey into
strategy and innovation. In this Delivery report, the focus is on designing an organisation to deliver successful
innovation programs. We have chosen to release this report first because we believe innovation delivery is the most
immediate concern and at the forefront of the minds of mining executives. It presents the most comprehensive
dataset so far, coupled with leading financial analysis not previously conducted, and provides an objective framework
to approach difficult questions.
We hope you enjoy it.
The State of Play Team
Graeme Stanway
Paul Mahoney
Xavier Evans
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of innovation is ultimately to maintain
competitive advantage within the context of a
continually changing external environment. While
many businesses understand the external forces,
they face and set strategic objectives appropriately,
they often face considerable challenges when
endeavouring to deliver the innovation programs
necessary to achieve these objectives. Challenges
arise in mobilising focussed commitment,
structuring the organisation effectively, shaping
a supportive culture, and implementing specific
initiatives. Without success in innovation delivery,
business strategy is a theoretical exercise – this
report explores insights from the survey results with
the specific intent of enabling senior executives to
more effectively guide implementation of innovation
programmes within their organisations.

B E ST P R ACT I C E

Successful innovation is the product of four key attributes1

Strategy

Structure

Investment

Performance

Elements that have the most leverage for impacting shareholder value

• Business model2

• Accountability

• Vehicle

• Implementation

• Timeframe

• Incentives

• Current expenditure

• Measurement

• Innovation posture

• Culture

• Future commitment

• Re-alignment2

1

Based on data over a four year period, these key elements are strongly linked with financial performance
Inferred

2

© VCI Australasia Pty Ltd as trustee for VCI Unit Trust 2019
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External forces impacting
successful delivery
3. Transparency: Increasing transparency is intensifying
societal pressure on all businesses. Mining
companies are no exception and who may need
to adopt a partnering approach to address these
challenges posed by transparency of their operations.
Communities, governments, research institutions
and financial institutions are increasingly necessary
stakeholders in improving social perception of the
industry, especially considering the worrying lack
of interest in mining as a career choice for new
generations of digitally-skilled workers.

Three major forces drive how successful innovation
is delivered:
1. Pace of change: The pace of change in business
is faster than ever. Enabled by digital technology
and driven by global integration, new ideas and
business models are scaleable in an increasingly
shorter timeframe. The rapid rise of “unicorn” startups is evidence of this3. Companies have to think
differently about integrating new opportunities;
they cannot assume that internal innovation or
business development programmes will ensure they
stay ahead of the competition. Embracing external
innovation approaches is vital.
2. Digital technology: Digital technology is changing
the way we work and approach challenges. We can
now visualise, simulate, analyse, and collaborate
where previously we could not. As time passes,
we can continually do things not possible in just
the recent past. This means re-evaluating what is
possible and approaching innovation challenges,
including capabilities that are required and who to
partner with.
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A unicorn refers to a privately-owned start-up whose
valuation exceeds $1bn USD

L I N K I N G I N N O VAT I O N T O F I N A N C I A L P E R F O R M A N C E

Our approach
State of Play has looked at innovation delivery by
researching the link between the total shareholder
returns of mining companies with their approaches
to innovation. Our financial analysis is built on the
responses to four surveys across seven years,
six continents, dozens of countries, hundreds of
companies and thousands of executives and many
hundreds of thousands of individual responses to
specific questions about how companies approach
innovation. Applying this deep and diverse data set to
four years of risk-adjusted total shareholder returns
for publicly listed companies, we have identified
relationships that are robust across time periods,
regions and commodities in what we believe is a first
for the global mining industry.

Why this is a step forward
Innovation delivery can be difficult, with a range of
external and internal factors influencing its success.
While previous good practice relied on mythologies
and anecdotal evidence as its justification, State
of Play was established to adopt a research-driven
approach to innovation best practice. In addition
to data from the largest survey of its kind globally,
we have used our financial analysis as an objective
view of successful (and unsuccessful) innovation
delivery methods. Using this year’s survey data,
we have created a robust analysis of the innovation
approaches of fifteen global companies managing
24 commodities across 33 countries. This analysis
has allowed us to uncover what we see as fundamental
principles regardless of individual company context
or circumstance.

Common mythologies vs.
intuitive logic
Many of the strong relationships found in our analysis
do not necessarily align with mythologies that are
widely accepted and promoted within the industry.
Some common mythologies that have been
refuted include:
• Strong hierarchical leadership is the key to
driving innovation
• Partnering & collaborating in itself should be the
principal means to innovate
• Taking a medium-term time horizon (1-5 years)
for innovation enables success
• Continuous improvement does not constitute
real or successful innovation
• Career promotion is an inappropriate means
of incentivising a workforce to innovate
• The board do not need to be principal drivers
of innovation
These views are often convenient for maintaining
control over large, profitable organisations where
competitive advantage is not immediately under threat,
or in fulfilling personal agendas. However, we have found
they do not necessarily produce the best outcomes.
Overall, we have tested these results with dozens of
senior executives, and the common response has
been, “I knew it!” and “Can I have a copy of this?”.
What emerges are the hard decisions good
companies make to enable innovative organisations.
Often, these rely on leaders relinquishing of control
and empowering an autonomous workforce through
stretch targets, rather than attempting to direct all
innovation from the top. Particularly because these
results challenge some established norms, they
demonstrate the value of applying a new, objective way
of looking at innovation delivery models.
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I N N OVAT I O N D E L I V E RY I S ST R O N G LY L I N K E D TO C O M PA N Y P E R FO R M A N C E
No correlation

Negative correlation

Which phrase best represents
your company's approach to
technology based innovation?

31%

13%

39%

Conservative follower

Lead across industries

Lead industry

15%

26%

61%

Partnering & collaboration

Acquisition

Culture

What structure does your
business use to innovate?

What team structure do you
use for implementing new
innovations ?

Positive correlation

40%

13%
Feed through existing hierarchy

What is the key timeframe
for innovation focus in your
company?

29%

19%

3-5 years

Who is the biggest driving
force for innovation in your
company?

How do you incentivise your
workforce to innovate?

Do you think your company
spends enough on
innovation?

Customise approach

23%

8%

Other

Head technology

17%

21%

32%

25%

20%

11%

69%

We don't

Leadership

Autonomy

Career promotion

57%

How successful have
introductions of new
innovations been into your
business?

55%
This year

Head strategy Board Junior staff

Not enough

When implementation
programs of new innovations
fail, what is generally the
reason?

37%
5-10 years

17%

10+ years 1-3 years

22%

56%

Too much

Enough

48%

35%

30%

Resistance

Budget

Skills

16%

13%

16%

Generally a failure

Successful

Highly
successful

Negative correlation

Zero correlation

Positive correlation
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Where we hope to take this analysis
Naturally, there are limitations to the range and robustness of our analysis that we will look to work on, and these include:
• Our analysis is limited to publicly owned companies, as their total shareholder returns are publicly available. But we
would like to test this analysis with private companies given they are typically less constrained in pursuing strategic
innovation more aggressively.
• The data is necessarily linked to the current economic cycle and over time we may see that different approaches to
innovation are more suited to different points in the cycle.
• The data is also linked to current technologies, and as digital technologies continue to transform mining and
services companies, we expect to see this impact approaches to innovation.
• Finally, for reasons of comparability, we have only applied this analysis to mining companies. The main focus of our
upcoming analysis will be to understand the links for services companies and identify where differences lie, if any.
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ST R AT E GY

Linking innovation to strategy
Generally, maximum benefit is realised when innovation is
directed at maintaining a company’s competitive advantage.
Linking innovation efforts to strategy is therefore crucial.
The strategic importance of innovation is widely understood
in the mining industry where 97% of senior leaders
surveyed believed that innovation was central to the
success of their long-term business strategy.

“Strategy is how you win the game of business.”
Large Services Company Executive

The importance of strategic innovation has been constant
in the data since we began the State of Play biennial
surveys – this has not been significantly impacted by
commodity cycles or external shifts in the industry. The
challenge, however, remains in ensuring that actual
innovation efforts remain focused on strategic objectives,
which are best viewed as long-term investments with
long-term returns. Indeed, only 36% of respondents in
our survey reported innovation efforts being focused
on strategic business model challenges. Latin America
may be a case study in connection of strategic focus
and innovation; 50% of Latin American leaders view their
business model as central to their innovation focus.

H OW I M P O RTA N T I S I N N OVAT I O N TO T H E S U C C E S S O F YO U R LO N G - T E R M B U S I N E S S ST R AT EGY ?
By percentage of respondents.
2015

2017

2019

70
60
50
40
30

58

62

62

20
37

10

36

35
5

0
Critical

Important

2

3

Not Important

© VCI Australasia Pty Ltd as trustee for VCI Unit Trust 2019
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Our financial analysis further reinforces the importance of ensuring that innovation efforts are linked to strategic
objectives. The best financially performing companies were more likely to report that the board, Head of Strategy
and junior staff were the key drivers of innovation.
Interestingly, mid-tier miners appear to be better performers in ensuring that in particular digital innovation efforts in
particular are clearly linked to strategic objectives. Only 21% of mid-tier mining leaders identified an unclear strategic
vision as a barrier to digital innovation, compared to 36% in the overall industry. Generally, owing to smaller budgets
and a less-privileged competitive position, mid-tiers closely align their innovation efforts with their strategy and find
a lack of resources a more likely reason as to why digital innovation faces resistance.

DELIVERY
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By percentage of respondents given three responses
Mid-tiers 4

Main survey

Lack of financial
resources

40

Lack of technical
resources

34

48

40
38
38

Organisational culture
Lack of experience
with digital innovation

38
30

Lack of technological
infrastructure
Lack of digital skills

33
37

31

Lack of top management
commitment

19

Unclear business model
and strategic vision

26
35

21

Government regulations

10

Cyber security & privacy
concerns

10
0

43

14
14

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50
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Mid-tiers are defined as public mining companies with a market capitalisation over $1bn USD and under $20bn USD, and private mining companies with a similar resource base and production volumes

Understanding timeframes
Selecting the right timeframes within which to focus innovation efforts is crucial to ensuring delivery of value. We
asked companies to identify their main timeframe for innovation and we found an increasing focus on the 1-3-year time
frame and a maintained focus on the 3-5-year period. Despite changing market conditions and evolving strategies,
this typically medium-term focus has remained the largely dominant since 2013. It seems the “5-year planning
processes” are alive and well.
A medium-term focus is particularly prevalent at the top of organisational structures. Only 5% of board members and
CEOs focused on an innovation timeframe beyond 5 years, compared to 17% of business unit heads and frontline
leaders. This could suggest that with seniority comes the shareholder pressure to increasingly focus on the shortterm, rather than embracing the scope to focus on longer-term and value creation for their business.

W H AT I S T H E K E Y T I M E F R A M E FO R I N N OVAT I O N FO C U S I N YO U R C O M PA N Y ?
By percentage of respondents
2013

2015

2017

2019

Negatively linked with
total shareholder return

45
40

Negatively linked with
total shareholder return

35
30
25

Positively linked with
total shareholder return

43
38

20
33

15

30

20

10
5

39

13

14

30

29

Positively linked with
total shareholder return

24
15

12

13

11

0
This year

1-3 years

3-5 years
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5-10 years

9

5

5

5

10+ years

4

A primary focus on the 1-3 and 3-5 year timeframes
is linked to poorer shareholder return in the long-run.
More successful is a bifurcated approach which focuses
on immediate survival and improvement in the shortterm and long-term repositioning and transformation
over the 5-10-year time horizon.

Bifurcation requires a disciplined approach to innovation
that separates the important work done in continuous
improvement and infuses this with urgency, while
quarantining resources for the longer-term effort to
“change the game”.

"Be strategic – you can’t always jump to the
solution. You must think about what the
journey might look like."

"I’m looking for a problem I can solve right now.
You need to be swimming upstream like a
salmon – you need to get that immediate return
and validation, and overtime magically you will
have swum upstream towards your vision."

Infrastructure Company CEO

Start-Up CEO
A bifurcated approach deliberately avoids the mediumterm which drives neither urgent and hard-edged
improvement at an operational level, nor a strategic
view of innovation potential. The medium term is
long enough that accountability can be shifted, but
short enough that it can avoid the tough repositioning
decisions and also be changed with new leadership or
reshuffles of executive teams. In the end, it can achieve
little but at high opportunity cost.

"It’s a process. You’re fighting many individual
little battles and you have to be innovative
to last the test of time."

The importance of
innovation posture
The view that competitive advantage, financial returns
and industry leadership in some aspect of innovation are
inseparable is gaining traction. Since 2015, companies
have steadily shifted from a follower to a leader mindset
with the number of respondents whose company's
approach is best described as 'lead industry' increasing
from 29% to 43% and those identifying themselves as
a 'conservative follower' has decreased from 35% to
19%. While it is hard to know if this mindset is translating
into genuine innovation, it demonstrates a shift in
industry thinking and recognition of the requirements
for success.

Small Services Company CEO

W H I C H P H R AS E B EST R E P R ES E N TS YO U R C O M PA N Y ’ S A P P R OAC H TO T EC H N O LO GY BAS E D I N N OVAT I O N ?
By percentage of respondents
2015

50

2017

2019

Positively linked with total
shareholder return

45

Negatively linked with
total shareholder return

40
35
30
25
20

Positively linked with
total shareholder return

43
34

15

35
28

29

28

29

10
5

13
9

25
19

10

0
Lead across industries

Lead in industry

Fast follower

Conservative follower
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The most effective driver of innovation leadership is the visceral recognition of need. If companies are not endeavouring
to lead the industry in at least one area of innovation, they are likely either ignoring their major needs or they don't
understand the threats and opportunities that drive them. In an ultra-competitive landscape, companies cannot afford
to be fast followers across the board. To do so is to squeeze margins and lose ground in a competitive race.
Companies who have natural barriers to competition such as regulation or long-life premium assets, have more
leeway in the pace at which they approach innovation challenges. However, the danger here is that complacency can
set in and innovation expenditure misdirected or avoided. They have a different challenge in developing clarity in their
long-term strategy and retaining the drive to perform that will enable them to compete when their advantage abates.
Services companies operate in fiercely competitive and increasingly disruptive environment, and many are used to
innovating in the near term just to stay in business, without the fallback of a quality orebody. Herein lies a potential
opportunity for both mining and services companies to advance their own innovation agendas if they are able to align
mutual incentives.

STRUCTURE

Who drives innovation
in organisations?
In previous State of Play reports, we have identified the
requirement to view innovation efforts as both top-down
and bottom-up. From a top-down perspective, a clear
targeted strategy that focuses on a small number of
major strategic initiatives ensures corporate resources
and managerial attention are targeted appropriately.
From a bottom-up perspective, enabling junior staff who
have the energy, ideas, and understand the pressing
business issues first-hand leads to successful innovation.
There are clearly distinct elements in both approaches,
and this is reflected in those companies that have more
success deliberately prioritising both top-down and
bottom-up approaches to innovation.
When actually implementing new innovations, this
theme of flexibility in approaching innovation continued.
33% of all respondents reported that they customise
team structures depending on the nature of the
problem, rather than allocating innovation to existing
implementation groups (7% of responses).

"We are moving away from 150 years of regimented structured boxes and lines to a more
experimental approach."
Major Mining Company CEO
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H OW S U C C ES S FU L H AV E I N T R O D U CT I O N O F N E W I N N OVAT I O N S B E E N I N TO YO U R B U S I N E S S ?
By innovation approach
Top-down

Highly successful

Bottom-up

35

5

35

Successful

19

0%

10

9

28

10%

58

3

5

28

Not successful

Random

Both

20%

10

30%

43

26

47

40%

50%

60%
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19

20

Our financial analysis suggests that this empowering
combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches
is the most effective approach, with the board and
key strategists being core to the former, while junior
staff are essential to the latter. Conversely, our analysis
suggests that poorer performing companies are more
likely to overly rely on the head of technology to drive
innovation, likely to be due to two main issues:

70%

80%

90%

100%

47

Technology heads tend to be functional support
roles and may lack the influence or traction within
the business, either from a strategic or operational
perspective, to affect real change.

"We’re trying to solve everything through
technology, when often it isn’t a
technical problem."

Innovation tends to be characterised through the lens
of technology rather than business competitiveness,
which may limit both the scope of innovation and its
executive support.

Large Services Company CTO

W H O I S T H E B I G G EST D R I V I N G FO R C E FO R I N N OVAT I O N I N YO U R C O M PA N Y ?
By percentage of respondents
Services company

All - it is core to our culture

Mining company

38

16

Chief executive officer

21
8

Head of technology

2

Head of operations

5

Board

5

3
3
3

Head of strategy

0

7

6
5

2
2

Junior staff

13
11

Frontline leaders
(e.g. Supervisor)

Other (please state)

Negatively linked with total shareholder return

19

7

Business unit heads

24

4

Positively linked with total shareholder return
Negatively linked with total shareholder return
Positively linked with total shareholder return
Positively linked with total shareholder return

10

20

30

40
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Incentivising the workforce
People are inherently driven by incentives. Even the most selfless acts are often tied to the psychological boost
associated with altruism. In organisations, it is no different. Our analysis suggests the most effective means to
achieve innovation is to hire good people then give them autonomy and reward them with career progression.
It can be tempting (and cheaper) to rely solely on strong leadership but while this may feel more comfortable
for individual leaders, our data suggests that this is less effective.

"Part of the problem of years of experience is that you build blind spots – you need
new people to come in and question you, whilst being open to listen to them."
Industry Body Board Member

H OW D O YO U I N C E N T I V I S E YO U R WO R K FO R C E TO I N N OVAT E ?
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In contrast to our analysis of financially successful business, only 36% of mining leaders incentivise their workforce
through autonomy, and only 21% through career promotions. Interestingly, over 40% of both Latin American and
Asian mining leaders use career promotions as an incentive for innovation, compared to less than 15% elsewhere
in the industry, albeit these regions are less inclined towards autonomy. The majority of the industry, 57%, still view
leadership as a major driver of innovation incentives, perhaps reflecting a deeply hierarchical heritage in mining
operations. It is tempting to view strong leaders as inspirational, however clear, long-term incentives such as career
promotion seem undervalued. It is also surprising that money is rarely used to incentivise innovation, only 12%, and
that is also not linked to innovation success, despite it being a clear and tangible incentive.

CAS E STU DY

Partnering with public universities to bridge mining’s
digital skills gap
Inherent in the drive for digitisation in the global
mining industry is a clear skills gap. To some
extent, digital skills shortfalls are generational
and students entering the mining industry
often bring with them an easy familiarity with
intuitive digital technology and apply it to solve
complex challenges. However, there is a limit to
which digital familiarity transfers to data science
and there a gap remains between capability
and applicable insight in a complex, technical
industry such as mining.
Critical to the success of capability
development programs is the development of
environments to pilot new capabilities. While
there are significant similarities between more
digitally advanced industries such as defence
or telecommunications and mining, the
unique operating context of mining limits the
application of these capabilities.

Already, collaborative alliances between noncompeting industry players are developing to
accelerate investment and skills development
in digital technology. Alliances such as
Innovation Central Perth, a $30m initiative led
by Cisco in partnership with Woodside Energy,
Curtin University and Data61, are recognising a
joint need for testing new digital capabilities and
developing skills amongst Australian students
and industry practitioners using the university
campus as a safe and low cost testbed with
easy access to students and researchers.

“The primary objective is to develop digital
skills across the country to further empower
economic growth”

“If mining companies don’t adopt an increasingly
aggressive approach to technology, every year
they wait they will fall behind, and in 15 years’ time
they won’t survive”

DELIVERY
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Acquisition as an innovation tool
Acquisition is a powerful strategy to expedite
innovation processes, acquire technology or intellectual
property, or to introduce a new culture to influence
the predominant one. Acquisition for innovation is not
dissimilar to acquiring junior miners and is well practiced
in the technology industry with large incumbents such
as IBM and Cisco changing adjusting their business
models over time through the absorption of startups and new technology. For example, since 2017,
Amazon has completed acquisitions worth over $16bn,
and in 2018 IBM deployed $34bn to acquire Red Hat,
which enabled an entirely new source of competitive
advantage in open-source solutions. In the mining
industry, Epiroc’s acquisition of Mobilaris was followed
by Sandvik acquiring Newtrax.

The question then becomes the extent to which the
new acquisition should be integrated into the existing
core business. Where leaders are unsure to the extent
that this embedment can occur, ringfencing can be
an effective way to maintain the unique innovation
culture of the acquired company, especially in services
businesses. However, where there is a cultural fit
and the innovation acquired will not be constrained,
embedding the new capability within the core of the
business can improve the overall innovation culture and
integrate the best aspects of the existing core and the
new capability for increased value.

"Something needs to change – the way
the industry operates at the moment is
sub-optimal. Intuitively my view is that it
needs to be less of one company doing
everything and more of a franchise style."

Through acquisition efforts, companies are able to
supplement their existing competitive advantage quickly
and use their established position and balance sheet
to scale quickly and offset the initial acquisition cost.
This is seen as particularly valuable at a strategic and
technological level; of all respondents, board members,
Chief Technology Officers and Chief Strategy Officers
identified acquisition as a key innovation tool (34%, 38%
and 37% respectively), with little interest coming from
any other role. This interest was also concentrated in the
services sector, which was three times as likely to use
acquisition compared to miners.

Exploration Company CEO

W H AT ST R U CTU R ES D O ES YO U R B U S I N E S S U S E TO I N N OVAT E ?
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Levels of innovation
There are three distinct levels of innovation in all businesses. Executives can structure to generate and capture innovation
at each level through how they design their innovation groups and where they sit within the organisational hierarchy.

Strategic value

I N N OVAT I O N H A P P E N S AT T H R E E L E V E L S

Value areas for mining companies

Portfolio
repositioning

Portfolio
growth

• Disruptive external themes
• Disruptive business models
• Totally new products

• Exploration/ acquiring ore-bodies
• Value chain arbitrage
• Extraction methodology

Continuous
improvement

• Operational performance
• Reduced operational risk
• Improved capability
Level of Change
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Continuous improvement: The first is continuous improvement which sits at a technical and product level within
the organisation. Short-term innovation efforts should be driven bottom-up within the business with autonomy and
strong incentives for short-term, tangible success.
Portfolio or business growth: The second focuses on entering new markets with an existing business and dealing
with potential disruption and threats in the current market. Establishing a distinctly new capability or offering often
sits outside of the existing operational hierarchy, possibly with external partners in a joint venture or collaborative
skunk-works.
Repositioning entire business model: The third focuses on large-scale disruption, alternative mining methods
and designs, or new business models. Given a company’s organisational structure is usually tailored for the current
environment and business model, innovation approaches here generally sit outside of existing business units.
Initiatives are structured such that the existing corporation has a financial stake in the new, disruptive model, which
enables potential repositioning of the overarching business, and insights and capabilities can flow through back to
the existing core. Objectives can be achieved through venture capital investments, acquisitions or setting up directly
competitive business models to enable unconstrained innovation.
DELIVERY
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W H AT ST R U CTU R ES D O ES YO U R B U S I N E S S U S E TO I N N OVAT E ?
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INVESTMENT

Not spending on innovation normally equates with not innovating
While it may seem like a tautology, our analysis finds a clear link between a lack of funding for innovation and poor
shareholder return. Investment in innovation efforts is crucial for success as we find that poorer performing
companies were more likely to identify a lack of budget as a common barrier to innovation efforts.
A lack of investment is a problem for the industry when our data shows that 51% of respondents believe they do
not spend enough on innovation. African mining leaders in particular lament the lack of innovation spend – 73% of
African respondents believed their company should invest more.

D O YO U T H I N K YO U R C O M PA N Y S P E N D S E N O U G H O N I N N OVAT I O N ?
By percentage of respondents.
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Positively linked with
total shareholder return

1
Too much

3

While it is heartening to see that 46% of respondents believe their spending on innovation will increase in the next
year, we have been here before. Indeed, the numbers for spending on innovation have barely moved over the past
four years, and while fewer are reporting a suspected decrease since 2013, we don’t appear to see the impact of
that belief in the sufficiency of spending. The stability in these responses could mean one of two things:
1. The required investment into innovation continues to balloon every time we ask the question, which seems unlikely.
2. People’s optimistic expectations for increased spending on innovation are typically unmet year after year.
If spending expectations being unmet are to blame, this could be set to change. CEOs who report a likely increase in
innovation spend has risen from 49% to 63% since 2017.

H OW D O YO U E X P ECT S P E N D I N G O N I N N OVAT I O N TO C H A N G E N E X T Y E A R ?
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Innovation portfolios
While investing enough in innovation is crucial to its
success, budgetary constraints mean that innovation
capital is necessarily limited. This is especially true of
digital innovation – 40% of industry leaders reported
that a lack of financial resources was impeding their
digital innovation efforts. Compounding the constraint
on financial resources is the fact that investments are
often fragmented, which dilutes their effectiveness –
56% of industry leaders reported competing priorities
as a barrier to innovation.
The question therefore becomes how to align
innovation to key strategic focus areas. There are
three principles to bear in mind:
1. All three levels of innovation, from continuous
improvement to portfolio growth through to portfolio
repositioning are all important and interrelated.
Subordinating one of these levels for another can be
harmful, however the weighting between the three
levels may shift depending on the life of existing
assets, commodity cycles and immediacy of threats.

21
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2. Innovation investment tends to deliver the greatest
return when it strengthens an organisations’
competitive advantage and/or generates nearterm value. These are often different; nearterm value tends to be found in continuous
incremental operational improvement (e.g. process
improvements leading to greater throughput or
reduced risk), whereas strong competitive advantage
is often achieved through fundamental changes in
capability (e.g. ability to competitively developing
new assets). Achieving each of these objectives may
be best delivered through different structures and
methods.
3. Innovation in areas where existing competitive
advantage is low, competition is high, and the market
already provides ‘off-the-shelf’ solutions is often
value-destructive. This is a current risk with some
digital programs. Improvement methodologies
and stretch goals for employees can pull in these
solutions with minimal risk or innovation spend.

Technology’s role in solving the corruption conundrum:
From a single transaction that transgresses a law, to a way of life for an individual or business that
is morally questionable, there remains no single universal understanding of corruption. Across the
globe, types and forms of corruption are tolerated and manifested differently.
The reality is, that no matter the jurisdiction or the company, corruption in the mining industry is
somewhat common, and preventative measures still remain relatively immature.
Transparency is bringing this issue out of the shadows. Not only is data analysis software and
machine learning enabling the identification of corrupt interactions and transactions, it is also
serving as a proactive deterrence mechanism.
The incentive to adopt these capabilities exists – as the demand for transparency heightens
and the business environment becomes more socially aware, consequences of getting caught
become more dangerous.
Due to the opportunistic nature of their vulnerable regulatory environment and lack of central
authorities, emerging economies are often considered the most corrupt. On the contrary, the
USA (the biggest spender globally on political lobbyists) is commonly perceived to sit at the other
end of the corruption spectrum.
It seems there are different principles for different jurisdictions with the onus remaining on
the organisations to act ethically and adhere to their own governance standards in difficult
ecosystems. The risk of falling into the trap of, or the opportunity to take advantage of weak
judiciary systems is only becoming greater.
With data driving change even to the mining industries most opaque corners, should we expect to
see the opening up of more countries to large miners, or will this entrench their retreat?

H OW O F T E N D O YO U E N C O U N T E R C O R R U P T I O N I N YO U R J O B ?
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Venture funds
Large companies whose business models are potentially
vulnerable to ambitious, nimbler innovators need
to respond. This may involve creating a pathway to
provide exposure to new ideas, networks and innovation
opportunities presented by start-ups. Many start-ups
report “bouncing off” large corporates, unable to access
the right people with the combination of decision-making
authority, organisational accountability, and appropriate
experience to understand the opportunity. While some
larger services companies are leveraging their ties with
miners to act as intermediaries, miners themselves
can develop their own direct, independent visibility and
interaction with start-ups.

The answer to this may be in venture capital. While it
may be tempting for corporates to acquire start-ups or
develop their own solutions in-house, potentially the
best route to successful ongoing innovation is to invest
either as, or in, a venture capital fund. Venture capital
can foster a healthy start-up ecosystem, and support
start-ups through investment, advisory, collaboration and
ultimately the provision of services to corporates.
W H E N A I M I N G FO R A B R E A K T H R O U G H
I N N OVAT I O N , W H AT PA RT N E R I N G
A P P R OAC H E S WO U L D YO U U S E ?
By percentage of respondents
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There are several models for corporate investment in early stage ventures, including:

Direct investments.
Corporates can invest directly in start-ups. Complexities can result if the business does not have appropriate expertise
and/or policies and procedures for managing the investment. Some start-ups may like having a recognised corporate
investor as it allows them to access the corporate’s expertise, reputation and networks.

Corporate venture capital fund
Corporate venture capital funds are better positioned to provide a pipeline of opportunities than direct investments given they
are generally overseen by specialist management teams who build and manage a portfolio of investments. Corporate venture
capital is considered a provider of smart money: able to advise as well as invest in a start-up given their industry expertise and
networks. As with direct investment, businesses typically invest for strategic purposes, not just financial returns.

Outsourced corporate venture capital
Outsourcing the management of the corporate venture capital fund allows the business to access specialist expertise
embedded in the broader investment community without the expense and commitment required to build an internal
capability. Being outsourced, potential investee companies may perceive that the investment manager is more
independent from the corporate investor. Being the only investor in the fund, the company bears all of the portfolio risk.

Thematic venture capital fund with multiple corporate investors
Finally, businesses may invest as a Limited Partner in an external, thematic venture capital fund, alongside other
companies. Generally, corporates will only invest in an institutional venture capital fund if the thematic focus of the fund
is of particular interest to them (e.g. automation, energy or data). The core motivation is to gain insights into new startups or technologies that may be of strategic interest to the business. Investing with other investors allows the business
to leverage their investment, while also sharing the portfolio risk.
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FO U R C O M M O N V E N TU R E FU N D M O D E L S
STRUCTURE
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PERFORMANCE

What gets measured gets done
How do you know if you are getting better if you aren't measuring yourself? Innovation is generally funded on
the basis of qualitative judgement of returns, which leaves it vulnerable to changes in funding undermining its
effectiveness. Ideally, it is measured against standard, objective metrics such as the State of Play financial analysis.
Measuring is always a good thing for progress, disciplines from medicine to carbon abatement to education to
forecasting have been revolutionised through simple measurement.
Tracking performance more objectively will begin to expose the fundamental truths about successful innovation
that is currently lacking in mainstream industry discussions. It also underpins learning and continuous improvement
within innovation teams, which can easily slide into static views of the world. More businesses should look to
benchmark innovation at a quantifiable level.

Bad culture drives bad results
There are many reasons why innovation fails within organisations. The manner in which these barriers manifest
demonstrates a lot about a company’s capability to innovate. Our analysis suggests that better performing
companies tend to struggle with skills shortages whereas poorer performing companies report cultural resistance
and budget limits as the key reasons why innovation fails.
DELIVERY
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Culture is not only an enabler; it can be a key driver
of innovation as well. 42% of leaders saw culture as
a structural driver of innovation in of itself and the
correlation with shareholder return was one of the
strongest results. This is supported by most industry
executives and many examples across a range of
industries. While easy to understand, it is notoriously
hard to achieve.

"Sometimes we need to bring people in at
a board level who are more disruptive in
terms of their thinking as opposed to people
who have a lot of experience in the mining
sector. The problem with having a lot of the
experience is that often those experiences
are based on how we have done things in
the past."
Major Mining Company Executive
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The best innovators are given the freedom to think
creatively and devise successful approaches to
developing innovative solutions, yet where they fall
short is in a technical capability. Acquiring technical
capability is comparatively easy to fix, either through
training, partnering or hiring new talent.
On the other hand, cultural resistance is often systemic
and difficult to change. It cannot be acquired, hired or
trained away. Budgetary constraint can be a symptom
of leaders underinvesting in innovation due to a cultural
resistance. This is self-reinforcing – underinvestment
in good ideas perpetuates a cultural malaise toward
innovative thinking and action. Thus, a resistant culture
leads to poor results and is a fundamental issue for
poorly performing companies.

W H E R E I S D I S R U P T I O N I N T H E M I N I N G I N D U ST RY M O ST L I K E LY TO C O M E F R O M ?
& W H E R E I N T H E VALU E C H A I N A R E YO U R I N N OVAT I O N E F FO RTS FO C U S E D TO DAY ?
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Re-alignment and transformation
Different external forces impact businesses at different times. Some forces are seen for many years before they have a
big impact, some change an industry quickly with little warning. For each of these, there is typically an inflection point; the
point at which there is fundamental, irreversible change to the way an industry operates. Mining has faced many of these
inflection points before – China’s sudden increase in steel demand or the safety crisis at the end of the previous century.
For businesses, what is critical is not so much that these inflection points happen but in how they are planned for. The
secret is that while the plan is important, it is the planning that is critical. There are three ways to plan for strategic inflection
points and they are not mutually exclusive, but each contribute to the preparation for these changes.

T H R E E I N N OVAT I O N M EC H A N I S M S TO P R E PA R E FO R E X T E R N AL I N F L ECT I O N P O I N TS
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Designing a flexible organisational
architecture

Designing a flexible organisational
mindset

The first mechanism to position for transformation
is the design of a decentralised and autonomous
organisation that will organically react and evolve
to meet the shifting dynamic of the world around it,
requiring a focus on:

Longer-term shifts that cannot be simply absorbed by
a business no matter how adaptable the organisational
structure and require a different approach. The second
transformation mechanism companies should build
is a strategic capability that constantly analyses,
hypothesises, plans, games and practices responses
to possible sources of change and disruption. This
requires a focus on:

Culture: An open and innovative culture that is willing
to experiment and feels empowered to change the way
things are done. Technology companies are beginning
to target their marketing efforts towards technology
practitioners rather than managers. If the business
culture allows it, this ensures a dynamic organisation
that is responsive to change.
Autonomy: An operating model based on decentralised
autonomy. While leaders are often tempted to
centralise functions for efficiency, a dynamic
organisation requires autonomy, which is best achieved
through a decentralised organisational structure.
Capability: A focus on building technology-agnostic
capability. A smart, capable workforce can adapt to
change far more effectively, so hiring for capability can
often be more important than discrete technical skillsets.
Integration: A clear view of integration. Ensuring a
good balance of integrated functions for efficiency and
decentralised decision-making with regard to capital
expenditure, operational expenditure and management
to encourage innovation is a difficult but necessary
balance to manage.

"The technology you pick will always be
wrong… mining companies that will be
successful are the ones that will adapt
to technologies rather than picking one
technology and running with it for 20 years."
Mid-Tier Mining CEO
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Strategy: An outward looking strategy team that is
not confined to business development opportunities.
Strategists should be scanning for threats and
opportunities and constantly test the organisation’s
capability to manage disruption and change.
Board: Board-level discussions that focus on a small
number of strategic innovations focus as a priority.
While an ExCo can be torn between strategic thinking
and operational reality, boards should spearhead much
of this discussion and effort to protect the business in
the medium to long-term.
Balance: Structuring the ExCo team influence such that
there is a balance of operational and strategic focus. Too
often we see ExCo teams over-focus toward current
state of operations and miss big strategic opportunities.
Futuring: Investment in medium-term forecasting
processes and technologies. Without an understanding
of what the future may look like, it can be difficult
to commit to long-term strategic bets. Mediumterm forecasting enables meaningful investment in
innovation projects that deliver value years from now.

“We spend a lot of time in our strategy team
wondering how [the digital mining industry]
is going to pan out.”
Large Services Company Chief
Strategy Officer

Become comfortable with
“stepping out”
Markets, and asymmetric advantages within them, are
rarely permanent; they shift with the development of
long-term trends. If leaders see a shift in the market
they cannot manage with their current business, they
must be comfortable with investing in new business
models that are a significant step away from their
current business model. This requires a focus on:
Options: Investment into new business models as
“option-bets”, which provide a way forward if the current
business model is potentially unrecoverable. Option
bets are a radical step but ensures future survival if the
old model loses the competitive game.
Venturing: Venturing as a strategic priority to see
disruption ahead of time. Getting close to start-ups
and can be key to understanding what future business
models may look like and how to develop or acquire
the capability to make them successful. Venturing also
embeds an entrepreneurial mindset required to make
disruptive business models work.
Scenarios: Long-term scenario planning and strategy
formulation that is comfortable in uncertainty and can
work outside the confines of the current business. It
requires open-minded discovery and stretch-thinking
that is then converted into strategic investment.
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Conclusion
Doing innovation well is difficult, which is how it should be. If it were easy, companies would not be able
to capture asymmetric advantage to improve their margins and it would not be worth the effort. As with
most uncertain endeavours, plenty of mythologies about successful innovation exist, often built on
selective anecdotal evidence. With this report, we have taken a data-driven view of innovation delivery,
uncovering interesting relationships between innovation delivery and total shareholder return. This
report begins to establish a framework for understanding and applying innovation to mining companies.
At its core, innovation programs should be considered in regard to the desired outcome. Whether it be to
increase margin or decrease risk, strengthen competitive advantage or reimagine a company’s business
model, the desired outcome of innovation efforts drives much of how it should be approached.
Much of this comes through active direction from senior strategists within businesses. Innovation planning
should be tightly linked to corporate strategy which directionally guides innovation efforts. In particular, large
innovation programs with executive oversight should be predicated on building competitive advantage
– those that do not are likely diverting capital away from more strategic opportunities and will struggle to
deliver value. Adopting a bifurcated approach between continuous improvement and long-term strategic
innovation and enabling the workforce through autonomy and incentives is key to delivering effective
innovation programs across different objectives and timeframes.
While much is achieved through actively focussing innovation efforts, a no-less significant consideration is
structuring the organisation to self-perpetuate successful innovation. Successful businesses often have
flexible cultures, flexible structures and be comfortable with considering alternative markets and business
models. Organisations can be incentivised to “pull-in” innovative solutions and capability, whether they be
via off-the-shelf solutions, partnering to develop, or through participating in venture capital.
Ultimately the difficulty and messiness of innovation should be embraced – if businesses do it well, they
are likely to lead their industry and capture the value from it and at the most basic level, they are more
likely to survive in the long-term. This report provides a potential framework; however, the fundamentals
rarely change – scan the external environment for disruption and change, design a strategy predicated
on developing a competitive advantage and use effective structures and incentives to deliver innovation
effectively. We’re looking forward to seeing the results…
The State of Play Team
Graeme Stanway
Paul Mahoney
Xavier Evans
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